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Abstract — A video data embedding scheme in which the embedded signature data is reconstructed without knowing the original host video. Signature data is embedded in individual video frames using the block BinDCT. At the receiver, both the host and signature images are recovered from the embedded bit stream. Lossless authentication achieves the same goal with the advantage that the distortion can be erased if media authenticity is positively verified. Here, we propose a data hiding and extraction procedure for high resolution AVI (Audio Video Interleave) videos. Although AVI videos are large in size but it can be transmitted from source to target over network after processing the source video by using these Data Hiding and Extraction procedure securely. There are two different procedures, which are used here at the sender’s end and receiver’s end respectively. The procedures are used here as the key of Data Hiding and Extraction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The internet and the World Wide Web have revolutionaries the way in which digital data is distributed. The widespread and easy access to multimedia content has motivated development of technologies for digital steganography or data hiding, with emphasis on access control, authentication, and copyright protection. Steganography deals with information hiding, as opposed to encryption. Much of the recent work in data hiding is about copyright protection of multimedia data. One of the main objectives of this watermarking is to be able to identify the rightful owners by authenticating the watermarks. As such, it is desirable that the methods of embedding and extracting digital watermarks are resistant to typical signal processing operations, such as compression, and intentional attacks to remove the watermarks.

Data embedding applications include embedded control to track the use of a particular video clip in pay-per-view applications [1]. A short media digest, such as the cryptographic hash, is embedded in the media itself rather than attached to it in a header or a separate file [2]. To distribute the message or signature information over a wide range of frequencies of the host data. Many researchers have used the discrete cosine or the discrete wavelets transform coefficients to embed the signature data. While much of the initial work was on watermarking image data [3, 4]. A data hiding algorithm to embed compressed video and audio data into video [5].

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

As video file consist of several image sequence, so considering the data hiding technique of image will also apply for video data hiding we get:

A. Least-significant bit modifications

The most widely used technique to hide data, is the usage of the LSB. Although there are several disadvantages to this approach, the relative easiness to implement it, makes it a popular method. To hide a secret message inside an image, a proper cover image is needed. Because this method uses bits of each pixel in the image, it is necessary to use a lossless compression format, otherwise the hidden information will get lost in the transformations of a lossy compression algorithm. When using a 24 bit color image, a bit of each of the red, green and blue color Components can be used, so a total of 3 bits can be stored in each pixel. Thus, an 800 × 600 pixel image can contain a total amount of 1,440,000 bits (180,000 bytes) of secret data. For example, the following grid can be considered as 3 pixels of a 24 bit color image, using 9 bytes of memory:

(00100111 11101001 11001000)
(00100111 11001000 11101001)
(11001000 00100111 11101001)

When the character A, which binary value equals 10000001, is inserted, the Following grid results:

(00100111 11101000 11001000)
(00100110 11001000 11101000)
(11001000 00100111 11101001)

In this case, only three bits needed to be changed to insert the character successfully. On average, only half of the bits in an image will need to be modified to hide a secret message using the maximal cover size. The resulting changes that are made to the least significant bits are too small to be recognized by the human eye, so the message is effectively hidden. While using a 24 bit image gives a relatively large amount of space to hide messages, it is also possible to use an 8 bit image as a cover source. Because of the smaller space and different properties, 8 bit images require a more careful approach. Where 24 bit images use three bytes to represent a pixel, an 8 bit image uses only one. Changing the LSB of that byte will result in a visible change of color, as another color in the available palette will be displayed. Therefore, the cover image needs to be selected more carefully and preferably be in greyscale, as the human eye will not detect the difference between different grey values as easy as with different colours.
B. Masking and filtering

Masking and filtering techniques, usually restricted to 24 bits or greyscale images, take a different approach to hiding a message. These methods are effectively similar to paper watermarks, creating markings in an image. This can be achieved for example by modifying the luminance of parts of the image. While masking does change the visible Properties of an image, it can be done in such a way that the human eye will not notice the anomalies. Since masking uses visible aspects of the image, it is more robust than LSB modification with respect to compression, cropping and different kinds of image processing. The information is not hidden at the "noise" level but is inside the visible part of the image, which makes it more suitable than LSB modifications in case a lossy compression algorithm like JPEG is being used [2].

C. Transformations

A more complex way of hiding a secret inside an image comes with the use and modifications of discrete cosine transformations. Discrete cosine transformations (DST), are used by the JPEG compression algorithm to transform successive 8 x 8 pixel blocks of the image. A simple pseudo-code algorithm to hide a message inside a JPEG image could look like this:

1. Input: Message, cover image
2. Output: Data hiding image containing message
   a. While data left to embed do
   b. Get next DCT coefficient from cover image
   c. If DCT not equal to 0 and DCT not equal to 1 then
      i. Get next LSB from message
      ii. Replace DCT LSB with message bit
   d. End if
   e. Insert DCT into Data hiding image
3. End while

III PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The main high resolution AVI file is nothing but a sequence of high resolution image called frames. Initially we will like to stream the video and collect all the frames and system flow of proposed system as shown in (Figure 1). And also collect the following information:

- Starting frame: It indicates the frame from which the algorithm starts message embedding.
- Starting macro block: It indicates the macro block within the chosen frame from which the algorithm starts message embedding.
- Number of macro blocks: It indicates how many macro blocks within a frame are going to be used for data hiding. These macro blocks may be consecutive frame according to a predefined pattern. Apparently, the more the macro blocks we use, the higher the embedding capacity we get. Moreover, if the size of the message is fixed, this number will be fixed, too. Otherwise it can be dynamically changed.
- Frame period: It indicates the number of the interframes, which must pass, before the algorithm repeats the embedding. However, if the frame period is too small and the algorithm repeats the message very often, that might have an impact onto the coding efficiency of the encoder [4].

IV BINDCT ALGORITHM

Linear transforms BinDCT algorithm is used in the first stage of the image compression system. The transform function can work with both lossless and lossy systems. The proposed binDCT is also based on the well. Known Chen.Wang plane rotation. based factorization of the DCT matrix. Properties of BinDCT:

1) Both the forward and the inverse transforms can be implemented using only binary shift and addition operations.

2) The idea of the scaled DCT is employed to reduce the complexity of the binDCT.

3) The binDCT inherits all desirable DCT characteristics such as high coding gain, no DC leakage, symmetric basis functions, and recursive construction.

4) The binDCT also inherits all lifting properties such as fast implementations, invertible integer-to-integer mapping, in-place computation, and low dynamic range.

General Structure of the binDCT

From the above results, we can obtain the general structure for the lifting. Based 4 point DCT, denoted by binDCT. The forward and inverse transforms are given in Figure3. The rotations of \( \pi/4 \) and \( 3\pi/8 \) are both represented by 2 lifting steps. Note that the permuted scaled lifting structure is used for \( 3\pi/8 \), and because of the butterflies, a scaling factor of 2 is introduced after the inverse transform, which can be compensated by a right Shift.
Table 1 tabulates the floating-point values of the parameters p and u in Figure 3, as well as some of their dyadic approximations, which allow for fast implementations with only shift and addition operations. Table 1 tabulates the forward and inverse transform matrices of the binDCT-C7, without including the final scaling factors. With the help of Table 1 we calculate forward and inverse BinDCT.

### Table 1: bindct-c7 coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Forward Transform Matrix</th>
<th>Inverse Transform Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** (a) Forward Transform (b) Inverse transform

**Figure 3:** Encoding and Decoding flow chart

**Figure 4:** (a) parrot. AVI Frame # 4 (b) Signature text

**Figure 5:** LSB Embedded video

**IV DATA EMBEDDING AND EXTRACTION PROCESS**

**Encoding**

1. Video split into frames
2. Apply DCT to a block of 8x8 size
3. Signature image extraction
4. Apply DCT to a block of 8x8 size
5. Move to the next video block
6. Embedded all logo bits
7. Yes

**Decoding**

1. Video split into frames
2. Apply DCT to a block of 8x8 size
3. Signature image extraction
4. Move to the next video block
5. Embedded all logo bits
6. No
7. Yes
8. End

**V EMBEDDING IN VIDEO**

Since a video can be viewed as a sequence of still images, video watermarking can be viewed simply as an extension of image watermarking. Figure 4 shows samples of the test images. A host video frame is shown in Figure 4(a) and a signature image is shown in Figure 4(b). Note that 16 host video DCT blocks are required to embed one signature 8x8 DCT block.
In this paper a data hiding technique for high resolution video is proposed. The intention is to provide proper protection to data during transmission. For the accuracy of the correct message output that is extract from source we can use a tool for comparison and statistical analysis can be done. Its main advantage is that it is a blind scheme and its affect on video quality or coding efficiency is almost negligible. It is highly configurable, thus it may result in high data capacities. Here is presented a technique for hiding data in images and video. Compared to other methods, the proposed method can embed larger amounts of data and signature data can be recovered compression. Lossless recovery is important in embedding control or other binary data such as encrypted or encoded messages.
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